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Abstract Understanding the destructive interference of

noise involved in GPS coordinate time series is crucial for

improving the reliability of GPS applications. The majority

of the noise consists of both flicker and white noise, both of

which are well characterized by a stochastic process fol-

lowing a power-law noise model. To simplify the noise

removal for GPS coordinate time series, the noise is usually

regarded as pure white noise rather than a mixture of flicker

noise and white noise. This work proposes a wavelet-based

integrated solution that merges the strengths of Shannon

entropy and wavelet thresholding to remove flicker and

white noise at the same time. A GPS coordinate time series,

spanning 128 days from the GPS monitoring station at the

Jinduicheng Mine in Shanxi, China, was selected to test the

proposed algorithm. The results demonstrate that both

flicker noise and white noise are worthy of attention

because they can lead to a seriously misunderstandings

about error in a GPS coordinate time series. The utility of

our proposed algorithm in removing flicker and white noise

is shown to be more comprehensive than the use of wavelet

thresholding alone. The findings further reveal that the

advance elimination of flicker noise is beneficial for sub-

sequently utilizing wavelet thresholding to delete the white

noise in a GPS coordinate time series. This will greatly

improve the reliability of GPS coordinate time series,

allowing such data to be applied to a wide range of fields.
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Introduction

Since it became fully operational in 1995, the global pos-

iting system (GPS) has been exploited to monitor geo-

physical phenomena, such as earthquakes, tectonic

movements, and landslides. Its geodetic performance is

intimately related to the satellite clock, terrain conditions,

and atmospheric delay. Over the past 10 years, many

algorithms have been proposed to mitigate performance

error; however, they can still cause GPS positional deter-

minations to be colored with noise that contains little or no

geophysical information (Senior et al. 2008; Shi et al.

2012; Tregoning and Watson 2011). Thus, it is crucial to

remove noise to improve the reliability of GPS coordinate

time series data.

While GPS uses a variety of methods and measurements

to determine a geographic position’s location and eleva-

tion, we consider the final positional estimate {x, y, z, and

t} as the measurement in question. At a fixed location, {x,

y, and z} should be constant for any sampling frame for t,

but in reality, the entire GPS error budget (Leick 2004)

means that {x, y, and z} can only converge on a ‘‘true’’

location. This is especially important when subtle small

changes in {x, y, and z} are anticipated, or when they need

to be invariant during their use as positional control. A

series of {x, y, and z} processed measurements in grid

coordinate units such as latitude and longitude and height
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above a datum, sampled across time t at a uniform interval,

is what we term a GPS coordinate time series. As with

many other geophysical phenomena, the noise contained in

GPS coordinate time series can be described by a power-

law function (Mandelbrot 1983). Agnew (1992) has dem-

onstrated that the noise involves not only independent and

identically distributed white noise but also the flicker noise

that is characterized by non-stationary variation and long-

term interaction. The source of this flicker error can be

multi-path errors, upper atmosphere conditions, changes in

the surrounding topography, ephemeris, and clock updates,

GPS epoch change, and other sources. Williams et al.

(2004) also indicate that the noise in GPS coordinate time

series can be best described by a combination of flicker and

white noise. Actually, the denoising for GPS coordinate

time series dates back to the early work on white noise.

Flicker noise is generally not considered during noise

removal for GPS coordinate time series (Huang and Fu

2007). Past studies regarded the hybrid noise contained in

GPS coordinate time series as pure white noise (Santam-

aria-Gomez et al. 2011). Nevertheless, the recent devel-

opment of effective noise removal algorithms revealed that

a serious bias could radically affect subsequent analysis

and results if we disregard flicker noise. Several studies

have recognized flicker noise besides white noise in GPS

coordinate time series (Nikolaidis et al. 2001; Teferle et al.

2008; Amiri-Simkooei and Tiberius 2007; Amiri-Simkooei

et al. 2007; Amiri-Simkooei 2009). All of them indicate

that the reliability of GPS coordinate time series is sig-

nificantly disturbed by both flicker and white noise. Thus, it

is important to remove flicker noise as well as the white

noise in GPS coordinate time series if high precision and

accuracy are important for an application.

Wavelet theory has been used for its potential to remove

flicker and white noise in GPS coordinate time series. In

terms of white noise, Montillet et al. (2013) have proved

that the white noise in GPS coordinate time series is

independent and identically distributed. It is generally

associated with hardware noise or measurement errors

inherent in the GPS system, for example, in the precision

and repeatability of the atomic clocks, or the time length of

a discrete pseudorange encoding. Those errors can bring

centimeter-level biases to the subsequent analysis and

results even in high-end survey/geodesy grade GPS

equipment. However, many civil engineering applications

related to GPS coordinate time series, such as slope

deformation monitoring and tectonic plate movement,

require millimeter-level accuracy (Wu et al. 2011). The

existence of white noise seriously affects the accuracy and

reliability of GPS coordinate time series.

Donoho (1995) found wavelet thresholding to be a sig-

nificantly effective technique for removing white noise in

GPS coordinate time series. Based on the theory of

Donoho, many studies have proposed new methods to

improve the quality of the GPS positional signals. For

instance, Gao (1997) presents the thresholding level to

make the reconstructed log spectrum as nearly noise-free as

possible. Souza and Monico (2004) used wavelet shrinkage

to reduce the high frequency multi-path error in GPS rel-

ative positioning. Although both studies made a contribu-

tion to GPS noise removal, they failed to take into account

improvement due to the smoothness of the long-term GPS

signals. In order to make up this defect, Han et al. (2007)

presented a new thresholding algorithm to smooth noise for

a nonlinear time series based on the wavelet soft threshold.

Approaches to eliminate flicker noise from GPS coordinate

time series have also been the focus of research. Flicker

noise has distinct statistical properties when compared to

white noise. He and Wang (2003) have indicated that

flicker noise is characterized by non-stationary variation

and long-term interaction. It is no longer applicable for us

to analyze flicker noise with the traditional methods for

white noise. Yet, the elimination of flicker noise has not yet

been attained. Flicker noise embedded in white background

noise can be removed based on information theory using

Shannon’s entropy as discussed by He and Wang (2003),

but white noise was not considered during their analysis. In

addition, Wornell and Oppenheim (1992) utilized the

maximum likelihood in the wavelet domain to estimate the

flicker noise from GPS station coordinate time series. Chen

and Lin (1994) applied orthonormal wavelets, together

with a multi-scale Wiener filter, to remove the flicker noise

in GPS coordinate time series. The aforementioned studies

show that wavelet theory has the potential to remove both

flicker and white noise in GPS coordinate time series.

Despite these significant contributions of wavelet theory to

eliminate flicker and white noise from GPS coordinate time

series, no substantial research has yet attempted to simul-

taneously remove them using a wavelet-based hybrid

approach. However, the ability of any single wavelet-based

approach to completely remove both types of noise in GPS

coordinate time series is too limited.

The main objective of this paper is to investigate how

best to use a wavelet-based hybrid approach to remove

both the flicker and white noise contained in GPS coordi-

nate time series. A general framework for eliminating the

noise in GPS coordinate time series is given, which

includes the following: (1) the elimination of flicker noise

embedded in white background noise based on Shannon

entropy, and (2) the removal of white noise using wavelet

thresholding. In particular, a wavelet-based integrated

solution is presented that merges the strengths of Shannon

entropy and wavelet thresholding to eliminate these two

kinds of noises in time series. By eliminating both types of

noise, we can greatly improve the reliability and value of

GPS coordinate time series.
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Methods

The majority of current noise removal methods pay more

attention to the elimination of white noise than flicker noise.

In this section, we propose a wavelet-based hybrid approach

to efficiently eliminate both flicker noise and white noise.

The general framework for denoising GPS coordinate

time series

Figure 1 shows that the general framework for removing

both flicker and white noise in GPS coordinate time series

is composed of a two-step processing chain, including (1)

deleting the flicker noise embedded in white background

noise based on Shannon entropy; and then (2) applying

wavelet thresholding to eliminate the white noise contained

in the positional signal.

The flicker noise embedded in white background noise was

extracted from GPS coordinate time series by Shannon

entropy. The initial signal was first transformed from the

spatial domain to the frequency domain and the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) estimated. This SNR was used to generate

the artificial white noise WN that can be used to represent the

real white noise (Ma et al. 2002). We utilized the wavelet

transform to obtain the wavelet coefficients of the artificial

white noisex j
i and calculated the modulus maxima seriesx j

k.

Then, the Shannon entropy of the wavelet coefficients of the

artificial white noise En½x j
k� was computed (He and Wang

2003). Similarly, the wavelet coefficients r
j
i , the modulus

Fig. 1 General framework for denoise GPS station coordinate time series
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maxima series r
j
k and the Shannon entropy of the wavelet

coefficients of the initial signal En½r jk� were also computed.

Following the calculation of the threshold of scale TNF, we

computed the Shannon entropy of the wavelet coefficients of

the flicker noise En½x j
k� by the relationship between En½r jk� and

En½x j
k�. The expected wavelet coefficients x

j0

i were computed

with the aid of the Shannon entropy ratio Rj of the flicker

noise to the initial signal at different scales. Finally, we

reconstructed the signal S2 without the flicker noise from the

expected wavelet coefficients xj0

i .

To further eliminate the white noise existing in signal

S2, we utilized wavelet thresholding. This approach is

required to decompose the signal S2 into the wavelet

coefficients xj00

i and to calculate the threshold values Tj,

which depend on the variance of xj00

i and the sample size.

We then calculated the wavelet coefficients xj000

i by deleting

the wavelet coefficients having a modulus less than Tj.

Thus, the denoised signal S3 was reconstructed from the

coefficients xj000

i using the inverse wavelet transform.

The Shannon entropy-based flicker noise elimination

Because the flicker noise has a distinct statistical signifi-

cance that is different from that of other signals, traditional

methods such as wavelet thresholding, wavelet shrinkage

denoising and Kalman filters are not suitable to denoise the

flicker noise. It has been demonstrated that information

entropy can quantify the information expected value of the

flicker noise contained in a signal (Fu 2001). We can use

this value to extract the flicker noise from GPS coordinate

time series by utilizing the relationship between En½r jk� and
En½x j

k�. Actually, the Shannon entropy of the wavelet

coefficients of the real white noise found in GPS coordinate

time series is only related to the variance of the real white

noise at the same scale. The variance dw
2 of the real white

noise was derived from the SNR of S1. Thus, we calculated

the Shannon entropy of the wavelet coefficients using the

artificial white noise WN rather than the real white noise

(Ma et al. 2002). The wavelet coefficients of white noise xi
j

were computed by the wavelet transform as follows:

x j
i ¼

Z 1

�1
WN tð Þw j

i ðtÞ dt ð1Þ

With the mother wavelet function

w j
i ðtÞ ¼ 2�j=2wð2�jt � iÞ ð2Þ

where j is the scale and i is the position of the wavelets.

The size of WN is N = 2J, and the corresponding index is

ðj; iÞ; j ¼ 0; . . .; J � 1; i ¼ 0; . . .; 2 j � 1f g; w(t) is the

mother wavelet equation. Then, we calculated its modulus

maxima x j
k to estimate En½x j

k�. It was simplified to the

following equation:

En½x j
k� ¼ �

X
k

ðx j
kÞ

2
log2½ðx

j
kÞ

2� ð3Þ

where k denotes the number of the modulus maxima. So r
j
k

and En½r jk � at different scales were calculated in the same

way. The Shannon entropy values of the wavelet coeffi-

cients of the flicker noise En½x j
k� at different scales were

then determined by the relation:

En½x j
k� ¼

En½r jk � � En½x j
k� j\TNFð Þ

En½r jk � j� TNFð Þ

(
ð4Þ

where x
j
k is the modulus maxima series of the wavelet

coefficients for the flicker noise at scale j. TNF is the

threshold of scale, which is determined by the ratio

Rj ¼ En½r jk�
.
En½x j

k�. We used the ratio Rj ¼ En½x j
k�
.
En½r jk�

to calculate the expected wavelet coefficients xj0

i that is

defined by the following:

xj0

i ¼ ð1� RjÞ r ji ð5Þ

Finally, we utilized the inverse wavelet transform to

reconstruct the signal S2 of GPS station coordinate time

series, in which the flicker noise has been removed. The

corresponding equation is given by the following:

S2 ¼
X
j

X
i

xj0

i w
j
i ðtÞ ð6Þ

where S2 is the signal in which the flicker noise has been

removed from the initial signal S1, and xj0

i are the expected

wavelet coefficients of signal S2.

Wavelet thresholding-based white noise elimination

Wavelet thresholding was originally proposed by Donoho

(1995) to remove white noise from a given signal. The

authors deleted the wavelet coefficients of the white noise

when its modulus was less than a given threshold. Then,

they made use of the remaining coefficients to reconstruct

the denoised signal by taking the inverse wavelet trans-

form. By Eq. (1), we decomposed the signal S2 into the

wavelet coefficients xj00

i . The wavelet coefficients x
j000

i were

determined through a soft thresholding rule:

xj000

i ¼ gS xj00

i ; Tj

� �
¼

xj00

i � Tj xj00

i � Tj

� �

0 xj00

i

���
���\Tj

� �

xj00

i þ Tj xj00

i � Tj

� �

8>>><
>>>:

ð7Þ
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In Eq. (7), Tj denotes the given threshold and is esti-

mated by the following equation (Han et al. 2007):

Tj ¼ rj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 lnN

p
ð8Þ

where rj is the variance of the detail coefficients at scale j,
and N is the total number of points. Finally, the denoised

signal S3 of GPS coordinate time series, which excludes

both the flicker noise and the white noise, was calculated

by taking the inverse wavelet transform.

Case study of the proposed algorithm in a molybdenum

mine

Jinduicheng Mine is the largest molybdenum production

source in China. It is located in Weinan city, Shanxi

Province, northwest China, at 34�250N 109�570E. The

mining area is approximately 4.5 km2. There is a large

number of slopes in the mining area, with dip angles from

35� to 45� which seriously affect the safety of the mining

area, and thus, it is necessary to continuously monitor slope

stability (Wu et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2013). For this reason,

a GPS-based continuous monitoring network was estab-

lished in 2012, which performs the data collection for

safety assessment (Wang et al. 2011). The system provides

3D coordinates {x, y, and z} for each monitoring station

once every 3 h. Thus, the displacement time series from

each monitoring station is available to monitor the slope

stability during a continuous monitoring period. Unfortu-

nately, it cannot directly quantify the trend of displacement

change for a given monitoring station within the given

cycle, due to the existence of errors. As shown in Fig. 2a,

the z-direction displacement time series collected from July

6, 2013 (13/07/06) to November 11, 2013 (13/11/11)

contains significant errors, making the deformation trend

difficult to conveniently and accurately understand. As for

the errors in GPS coordinate time series, many publications

since 1997 (Langbein and Johnson 1997; Mao et al. 1999;

Williams et al. 2004) have proven that the errors in GPS

coordinate time series are mainly composed of both white

noise and flicker noise. It provides us with sufficient

experiment guidance to assert that a combination of flicker

and white noise is the best model for the noise in GPS

coordinate time series. Therefore, we assume the error in

our data as the combination of flicker and white noise.

A monitoring station (DB05), which has the most typical

displacement among all of the monitoring stations, was

selected as a case study of the proposed algorithm. Fig-

ure 2a shows that the displacement time series has 1,024

samples as the initial signal S1. Although accurate obser-

vation coordinates for a given sample point are available

once every 3 h, we cannot estimate the displacement trend

during the monitoring phase. Thus, we made use of the

proposed algorithm to remove the types of noise contained

in the coordinate time series. To further validate the exis-

tence of the noise, the signal was transformed from the

time domain to the frequency domain using the fast Fourier

transform (FFT). It has been known that the signal always

lies in the low frequency range, while the noise lies in the

high frequency range (Zhang et al. 2006). Figure 2b shows

that there is a notable power spectral density within the

high frequency range (C50 Hz) compared with that of the

low frequency range (\50 Hz). This means that the quality

of the initial signal S1 is seriously affected by the noise.

Fig. 2 The initial signal S1 at

the time domain and frequency

domain: a the displacement time

series of S1 from 13/07/06 to

13/11/11, and b the result of a

fast Fourier transform
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Results

In this section, we will give the denoising results of the

initial signal S1 that was collected by the monitoring sta-

tion (DB05) spanning 128 days from 13/07/06 to 13/11/11.

It is described as three parts, including (1) the simulation

result of artificial white noise, (2) elimination of flicker

noise, and (3) the denoised GPS coordinate time series.

The simulation result of artificial white noise

To calculate the Shannon entropy of the wavelet coeffi-

cients of the real white noise En½x j
k�, we need to simulate

the artificial white noise WN in advance and then substitute

it for the real white noise. Because the En½x j
k� is only

related to the variance of the real white noise at a certain

scale, it is reasonable to generate the approximate artificial

white noise from the variance of the real white noise. The

artificial white noise can be built by using the rand function

of MATLAB. Figure 3 shows the simulation result of the

artificial white noise that ranges in amplitude from -0.015

to 0.015 m. It belongs to a random distribution with a mean

value of 0 and a variance d2w ¼ 6:5974� 10�5. This sug-

gests that it is in a good accord with the characteristics of

the actual white noise. In addition, Ma et al. (2002) have

indicated that the Shannon entropy of the wavelet coeffi-

cients of the real white noise found in GPS coordinate time

series is only related to the variance d2w of the real white

noise at the same scale. Thus, the utilization of different

artificial white noises with the same variance d2w for

replacing the real white noise cannot affect the resulting

SNR. Although we have theoretically shown that the arti-

ficial white noise can be used to calculate En½x j
k� instead of

the real white noise, we cannot fully rule out the possibility

that it may be affected by other factors, resulting in the

failure of this substitution. In this regard, the feasibility of

using artificial white noise to replace the real white noise

for subsequent computations is demonstrated by the accu-

racy of the following result.

Elimination of flicker noise

The Shannon entropy is a good measure of the information

content (Shannon 1948). In this study, it was used to

determine the proportion of the wavelet coefficients of the

flicker noise to the initial signal at different wavelet

decomposition scales. This requires calculating the Shan-

non entropy of the wavelet coefficients for different signals

at each wavelet decomposition scale. Table 1 lists the

original signal entropy En½r jk�
� �

and the white noise

entropy En½x j
k�

� �
at different wavelet decomposition

scales (Rj).

As shown in Table 1, En½r jk � is large (approximately 0.9)

at low scales and levels off around the value of 0.09 at high

scales. The value of En½x j
k� varies from 0.7856 to 0.0077,

as the wavelet decomposition scale increases from the

minimum scale to 8. Furthermore, En½x j
k� becomes lower

so that it is usually ignored when the scale reaches the

threshold of scale TNF defined in Eq. (4). This threshold is

determined by the change of Rj ¼ En½r jk�
.
En½x j

k� at dif-

ferent scales. Figure 4 shows how the numerical values of

the ratio Rj directly respond to the increasing wavelet

decomposition scale. We see that the ratio Rj gradually

increases first from 1.6840 to 4.8848 as the wavelet

decomposition size increases to the scale of 6 and then

sharply grows up around the value of 10.9959 at the scale

of 7. Finally, the ratio Rj returns to steadily increase again

at the wavelet decomposition size of 7 and 8. This indicates

that En½x j
k� can be neglected compared with En½r jk� when

the scale is beyond 6. This means that the threshold of scale

TNF is equal to 6.

Given the existence of relationship between En½r jk� and
En½x j

k� as demonstrated above, En½x j
k� was calculated by

Eq. (4). The related results at different wavelet decompo-

sition scales are given in Table 2. In analyses with the two

datasets, we can find that En½x j
k� varies between 0.0995 and

0.5387 and Rj falls in between 0.1441 and 1. In addition, Rj

Fig. 3 Artificial white noise

generated from the variance of

the real white noise
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exhibits a nearly linear increase as the wavelet decompo-

sition scale rises up to the scale of 8. This suggests that the

proportion of the wavelet coefficients of the flicker noise

increases with increasing wavelet decomposition scale.

Thus, the expected wavelet coefficients xj0

i can be deter-

mined according to Eq. (5). The reconstructed signal S2,

which is the initial signal S1 with the flicker noise

removed, is shown in Fig. 5a. There was no obvious

improvement to the smoothness of the signal S2 (Fig. 5a)

compared with that of the initial signal S1 (Fig. 2a). Nev-

ertheless, Fig. 5b shows the FFT result for the signal S2,

which is distinctly different when compared to S1

(Fig. 2b). There is a significant decrease in the power

spectral density within the high frequency range (C50 Hz)

of the signal S2 (Fig. 5b) compared with that of the initial

signal S1 (Fig. 2b). Moreover, the power spectral densities

within the low frequency range (\50 Hz) of both signals

remain unchanged. This implies that the quality of the

signal S2 has greatly improved when the flicker noise is

eliminated from the initial signal S1.

The denoised GPS coordinate time series

The best model of the noise characteristics in the time

series of a given GPS station can be described as the

combination of the white noise and the flicker noise. The

flicker noise contained in the initial signal has been elim-

inated in the section of the elimination of flicker noise.

Despite some improvements of signal smoothness, the

result shown in Fig. 5a does not achieve a great success.

The reason for this failure is because the signal S2 still

contains white noise. This leads to the fact that we cannot

directly examine the height or z displacement trend of the

monitoring station from 13/07/06 to 13/11/11. So it is

necessary to remove the white noise from the signal S2.

Unlike the flicker noise, the white noise in the signal S2 can

be removed by directly applying wavelet thresholding.

Figure 5c shows the displacement time series of signal S3,

which is calculated utilizing wavelet thresholding and

contains the signal S2 with the white noise removed. Now,

the signal S3 contains neither the flicker noise nor the white

noise. As shown in Fig. 5c, it is evident that the smooth-

ness of signal S3 is greater than that of signal S2 (Fig. 2a).

Thus, the displacement trend of the monitoring station

within the given cycle can be more accurately quantified

rather than if the initial signal S1 or the signal S2 is used.

Comparing Figs. 2a and 5c, we show that the proposed

algorithm significantly enhances the smoothness of the

initial signal S1. In addition, although the power spectral

density within the low frequency range (\50 Hz) remains

unchanged, there is a sharp contrast to signals S2 and S3 at

about the power spectral density within the high frequency

Table 1 En½x j
k�, En½r jk �, and Rj

at different scales

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

En½r jk � 0.9179 1.1028 0.6512 0.5214 0.2307 0.2926 0.2661 0.0995

En½x j
k� 0.7856 0.5641 0.3592 0.1926 0.0985 0.0599 0.0242 0.0077

Rj 1.1684 1.9550 1.8129 2.7212 2.3421 4.8848 10.9959 12.9880

Fig. 4 Change of the ratio of

the Shannon entropy of wavelet

coefficients of the initial signal

En½r jk � to white noise En½x j
k� at

different wavelet decomposition

scales

Table 2 En½x jk� and Rj at

different scales

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

En½x jk� 0.1323 0.5387 0.2920 0.3315 0.1322 0.2684 0.2611 0.0995

Rj 0.1441 0.4885 0.4484 0.6325 0.5732 0.7953 1 1
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range (C50 Hz). This suggests that the quality of the signal

S3 has been greatly improved when we use the proposed

algorithm to remove both flicker and white noise. The

results shown in Fig. 5 are consistent with this view that

the noise in GPS coordinate time series can be well

described by a combination of flicker and white noise.

However, with the development of the multi-constellation

receiver in many fields, the noise from GNSS-based

coordinate time series becomes more and more compli-

cated than that of the sole-GPS navigation. This perhaps

greatly affects the reliability of coordinate time series.

Discussion

In this section, we will discuss the denoising results of the

GPS coordinate time series in details to illustrate the

superiority of the wavelet-based hybrid method. It will be

compared with the wavelet thresholding in smoothness and

the signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, we will test the flicker

noise eliminated from signal S2.

The complexity of noise in GPS coordinate time series

There are some traditional denoising methods (e.g., wavelet

thresholding, wavelet shrinkage denoising, and Kalman

filters) that usually regard the noise involved in GPS coor-

dinate time series as pure white noise rather than as a

combination of flicker and white noise (Azzalini et al. 2005;

Donoho and Johnstone 1994; Geng and Wang 2008). To

comprehensively demonstrate the necessity of removing the

flicker noise from GPS coordinate time series, we compared

wavelet thresholding with our proposed algorithm. Because

wavelet thresholding was applied to eliminate the white

noise from the signal S2 in the proposed algorithm, we

chose this technique to denoise the initial signal in this

section to make the result more comparable. Figure 6a

shows the displacement time series of signal S4, where the

Fig. 5 Results of S2 (excluding

the flicker noise from S1) and S3

(excluding both flicker and

white noise from S2) using the

proposed algorithm: a the

displacement time series of S2

from 13/07/06 to 13/11/11, b the

result of a FFT derived from

signal S2, c the displacement

time series of S3 from 13/07/06

to 13/11/11, and d the result of

fast Fourier transform derived

from signal S3
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white noise has been eliminated from the initial signal S1

using wavelet thresholding. As shown in Figs. 5c and 6a,

we can find that there is a significant difference on the

deformation trend between our proposed method and the

traditional method. There is no doubt that the smoothness of

signal S4 is inferior when compared to signal S3. It is clear

that we cannot directly make use of signal S4 to analyze the

real historical displacement or to predict the probable future

displacement trend for a given monitoring station. The FFT

of signal S4 is given in Fig. 6b. We find that the degree of

the power spectral density within the high frequency range

(C50 Hz) for the signal S4 drops less appreciably than that

for the signal S3, under the condition that each of their

power spectral densities within the low frequency range

(\50 Hz) remains unaffected. This suggests that signal S1

involves a combination of the white noise and other

uncertain noise, but not the white noise alone. On the basis

of the analysis above, we conclude that a more sophisticated

noise model is necessary if we seek to fully denoise a GPS

coordinate time series.

Validation of the flicker noise

The flicker noise that was eliminated from the initial signal

S1 by the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 7a. As for

the flicker noise, it has been reported that the relationship

between the logarithm of power spectral density ln S and

the logarithm of frequency ln F follows the characteristic

of an inverse function (Williams 2008; Williams et al.

2004). According to the above-mentioned literature

(Montillet et al. 2013), the noise can be regarded as flicker

noise when its regression line slope between ln S and

ln F is equal to -1. A statistically significant relationship

between ln S and ln F was established using linear

regression analyses, as shown in Fig. 7b, allowing us to

examine whether the noise removed from the initial signal

S1 can be attributed to the flicker noise. Figure 7b shows

that the correlation coefficient R2 derived from the least-

squares estimation for the flicker noise is 0.9408. This

suggests that there is a significant linear relationship

between ln S and ln F. For this reason, we can use the

result of the linear regression fitting to judge whether the

noise is flicker noise. Figure 7b shows that the slope of the

linear regression equation is equal to -1.1362 with an

approximation to -1. It means that the noise shown in

Fig. 7a that has been removed from the initial signal S1

pertains to flicker noise.

Quantitative comparison of the signal quality

Although both the smoothness and the power spectral

density within the high frequency range (C50 Hz) for

different signals has already been touched upon earlier in

the discussion results, it is not a readily intuitive means of

expressing the change in the different signals’ quality. To

further advance our understanding of the quality change of

different signals in the denoising process, we utilized the

measure of the SNR to highlight their individual differ-

ences. Figure 8 shows the estimation of the SNR for all

four signals of the 1,024-point time series. Of all these four

signals, the signal S3 achieves the best performance in

terms of the SNR. It suggests that the proposed algorithm

performs better than white noise-only methods with respect

to improving the SNR of the signal. Additionally, the SNR

of signal S2 is equal to 0.8866 dB, which is nearly 3 times

that of initial signal S1, while the SNR of signal S3 is

approximately 6 times that of signal S2. This is mainly due

to the reason that the characteristics of white noise become

more clear after we remove the flicker noise from the signal

S1 using our proposed method.

Fig. 6 Result of S4 (only

excluding the white noise from

S1) using wavelet thresholding:

a the displacement time series

of S4 from 13/07/06 to 13/11/

11, and b the result of fast

Fourier transform
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Removing flicker noise greatly improves the efficiency

of the traditional wavelet threshold method for the elimi-

nation of white noise. In addition, different noises that lie

in original information have a mutual influence. That is to

say, a certain noise not only affects the quality of original

information, but also has a potential impact on other noise

that may enlarge the effect on the signal with a nonlinear

propagation. This indicates that the elimination of flicker

noise in advance is beneficial for deleting the white noise in

GPS coordinate time series. And it could easily result in the

spurious argument that the elimination of the flicker noise

is not needed with respect to that of the white noise.

However, Fig. 8 shows that the SNR of signal S4 is equal

to 3.3894 dB if we just remove the white noise without

considering the existence of the flicker noise. It suggests

that the colored noise does not obviously show the char-

acteristics of white noise and flicker noise. This seriously

affects the efficiency of the traditional methods to eliminate

white noise. From the result discussed above, it is clear that

neglecting to remove the flicker noise significantly affects

the denoised result for the white noise. Hence, the advance

elimination of the flicker noise from GPS coordinate time

series, in general, can greatly enhance the denoising pro-

cedure for the white noise.

Conclusions

The noise in GPS coordinate time series can be described

by a combination of flicker and white noise. Traditionally,

however, we pay more attention to the white noise and

ignore the existence of flicker noise during the denoising of

GPS coordinate time series. This study proposes a wavelet-

based hybrid method to eliminate the flicker noise as well

as the white noise contained in GPS coordinate time series

based on wavelet theory. The main conclusions can be

summarized as follows:

1. The noise in GPS coordinate time series involves not

only the white noise but also the flicker noise.

Furthermore, the presence of the flicker noise can

easily lead to a seriously destructive interference to

understand the real historical deformation processes or

to predict the probable future displacement trends as

the white noise does.

2. The utility of the wavelet-based hybrid approach to

eliminate flicker and white noise in GPS coordinate

time series proved to be more comprehensive than that

of the classical methods (e.g., wavelet thresholding,

wavelet shrinkage denoising, and Kalman filters).

Thorough analysis exhibits the superiority of the

proposed algorithm with respect to the smoothness as

well as to the SNR of the signal.

3. The advance elimination of the flicker noise is

beneficial to the wavelet thresholding process when

Fig. 7 Result of the flicker

noise that is removed from

signal S1: a the displacement

time series of the flicker noise

from 13/07/06 to 13/11/11, b the

regression line and discrete

points corresponding to ln S and

ln F

Fig. 8 Comparison result of different signals in signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR)
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we make use of it to remove the white noise in GPS

coordinate time series.

Despite the achievements in this research, there are still

some aspects that need to be further investigated, espe-

cially when more coordinate time series from other global

navigation satellite systems (e.g., GLONASS of Russia,

Galileo of Europe, Beidou of China, and other regional

systems) are available. We cannot completely exclude the

possibility that other errors, such as random walk noise,

exist among the above-mentioned satellite navigation

datasets or their combinations (Shi et al. 2013; Niu et al.

2014). After all, the noise situation with respect to GNSS-

based coordinate time series becomes more complicated

than that of the sole-GPS navigation under the circum-

stance that the multi-constellation receiver is now in

operation in many fields. Given the precise requirements in

applying coordinate time series derived from these multi-

constellation receivers, it is essential for us to develop

more novel methods to analyze other kinds of noises to

improve the application reliability of coordinate time series

from various global navigation satellite systems.
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